Research on acoustical hoods used in industry has been widely discussed; however, the assessment of shape optimization on space-constrained close-fitting acoustic hoods by adjusting design parameters has been neglected. Moreover, the acoustical performance for a one-layer acoustic hood used in a high intensity environment seems to be insufficient. Therefore, an assessment of an optimally shaped acoustical hood with two layers will be proposed. In this paper, a numerical case for depressing the noise level of a piece of equipment by optimally designing a shaped two-layer close-fitting acoustic hood under a constrained space will be introduced. Furthermore, to optimally search for a better designed set for the multi-layer acoustical hood, an artificial immune method (AIM ) has been adopted as well. Consequently, this paper provides a quick and effective method to reduce equipment noise by optimally designing a shaped multilayer close-fitting acoustic hood via the AIM searching technique.
Notations
This paper is constructed on the basis of the following notations:
a -the length of the panel, Ab -the antibody, abn -the antibody number, Ag -the antigen, APC -the antigen appendage cell, b -the width of the panel, cn -the clone number, cstr -the clonal selection threshold, Co -the sound speed (m s −1 ), d -the distance between the equipment and the hood, D i -the panel's complex bulk modulus for the i-th layer of the panel, div -the diversity, E -the panel's Young's modulus, f -the cyclic frequency (Hz), h -the thickness of the panel, Ig -the immunoglobulins, k -the wave number (= ω/co), maxGen -the maximum iteration, mf -the mutation factor, rmtr -the remove threshold, SIL -the sound insertion loss for the acoustical hood (dB), SPL T -the total sound pressure level after adding an acoustical hood, ρoc -the acoustic impedance, η -the panel's internal damping coefficient, ν -the poison ratio of the panel, ρ -the panel's density.
Introduction
Beranek, Work (1949) began the study of acoustical panels using a mass law. Addressing the mechanical resistance, London (1950) proposed the sound transmission loss (STL) for a rectangular panel. Crocker (1994) assessed the sound transmission loss of a resonating/non-resonating panel using a mathematical model. Fahy (1989) , Beranek, Vér (1992) and Kinsler, Frey (1982) analyzed the sound transmission loss for an infinite acoustical panel. However, it is not easy to evaluate the overall acoustical performance using the STL. Additionally, the vibration mode of an acoustical board will be induced by the near-sound-field effect. Therefore, a sound insertion loss (SIL) is then considered in evaluating the acoustical efficiency of the acoustic hood Earlier researches (Jackson, 1962; 1966) indicated that the SIL for a close fitting acoustic hood is closely related to the vibration of the vibrating noise source; however, the SIL with a negative value is unacceptable. Junger (1970) also proposed a theoretical formula for the SIL; nevertheless, the accuracy between the theory and the experimental data was inconsistent. Later, the theoretical SIL using the plate's vibration model was presented (Hine, 1972 ). Yet, the accuracy was still insufficient. Addressing the plate's vibrating effect, a theoretical noise reduction (NR) for a close-fitting acoustic hood was proposed (Moreland, 1984) ; but, the formula was valid only for low frequency noise. Roberts (1990) also analyzed the SIL of the acoustic hood at the critical frequency. Looking at the effect of the vibrating mode on the hood, the SIL of a closefitting acoustic hood under both the simple supported boundary condition and the clamped boundary condition was successfully analyzed (Oldham, Hilarby, 1991a; 1991b) . Results revealed agreement between the accuracy of the theory and the experimental data. Because the constrained problem is mostly concerned with the necessity of operation and maintenance in practical engineering work, there is a growing need to optimize the acoustical performance under a fixed space. However, the research work of shape optimization on a space-constrained close-fitting acoustic hood by adjusting the design parameters, i.e., the panel's damping ratio, the panel's thickness, and the gap between the equipment and the hood has been neglected.
In order to depress efficiently the noise level, a numerical assessment in searching for an optimally shape of a two-layer acoustic hood in conjunction with an artificial immune method (AIM ) is proposed. This paper may provide a quick and effective method to reduce equipment noise by optimally designing a shaped two-layer close-fitting acoustic hood.
Mathematical models
A two-layer close-fitting acoustic hood made of metal and shown in Fig. 1 is adopted in reducing the equipment' noise. The mathematical model for the acoustic hood is described below. 
The two-layer close-fitting acoustic hood
According to Oldham, Hilarby (1991a; 1991b 
where k is the wave number, d is the distance between the equipment and the hood, 
Overall sound pressure level after using an acoustical hood
The silenced octave sound pressure level at the noise testing point shown in Fig. 1 is
where SPLO i is the original SPL at the noise testing point without adding an acoustical hood, and i is the index of the octave band frequency; SIL i is the sound insertion loss (SIL) with respect to the relative octave band frequency; SPL i is the silenced SPL (with an acoustical hood) with respect to the i-th octave band frequency. Finally, the overall SPL T silenced by an acoustical hood at a specified location is
Objective function
By using the formulas of Eqs. (2) and (3), the objective function used in the AIM optimization was established 
) (B) SPLT minimization for a broadband noise
To minimize the overall SPL T , the objective function is
An aluminum-made acoustical hood is selected in the numerical assessment, the related ranges of parameters
Model check
Before performing the AIM optimal simulation, an accuracy check of the mathematical model on the onelayer close-fitting acoustic hood is performed using the experimental data from Blanks (1997) As depicted in Fig. 2 , the trends of the performance curve with respect to the theoretical and experimental data are relatively similar Therefore, the mathematical model is acceptable. Consequently, the model linked with the following numerical method is used for optimizing the shape of a two-layer close-fitting acoustic hood in the following section. 
Case study
An aluminum-made two-layer acoustical hood
) used to depress the noise from a piece of equipment is adopted and shown in Fig. 1 . The sound pressure level (SPL) at the noise testing point three meters away from the piece of the equipment is shown in Table 1 where the overall SPL reaches 121.2 dB(A). To eliminate the noise, an aluminum-made acoustical hood with a two-layer close-fitting cover is adopted. To obtain the best acoustical performance within a fixed space, the numerical assessment linked to an AIM optimizer is performed. Before the minimization of a broadband noise is executed, a reliability check of the AIM method by maximization of the SIL at a targeted tone (800 Hz) has been carried out. Moreover, to appreciate the influence of the number of hood layers, two kinds of hoods (a one-layer one and a two-layer one) are accessed and optimized simultaneously. 
Artificial immune method
The artificial immune method is originated from an organism's immune system. Ishida et al. (1998) first published a book related to the artificial immune method. Dasgupta (1989) and Castro and von Zuben (1999) started to reorganize the papers, which are related to the artificial immune method. As indicated in Fig. 3 , the antigen appendage cell (APC ) will do the antigen appendage reaction when the antigen (Ag) invades the organism; thereafter, the killer T lymphocyte (T-cell) will recognize the Ag and stimulate the B-cell to do clone selection to produce the specific B-cells. The B-cells will transform to the plasma cell and the memory cell when the B-cells become mature. Later, the plasma cell will produce tremendous antibodies (Ab) to extinguish the Ag. The plasma cells will be transformed to the suppressor T cell when all the antigens are extinguished. Consequently the immune reaction for the organism is terminated. The artificial immune method has the characteristics of the adaptive immune reaction including specificity and adaptability between Ag and Ab, the discrimination of Ag, the clone selection and memory and cytokine of Ab, and the somatic recombination/somatic mutation/regeneration of Ab's genes. Because the artificial immune method is better at both the global and local searching, it has been widely used in various fields to solve the optimization problems such as pattern recognition and classification (Carter, 2000) , engineering search and optimization (Mori et In the whole immune reaction system, the Ab has the recognition specificity of the Ag. The lymphatic system will produce the appropriate Ab to extinguish the pathogen. When using the immune algorithm in the engineering optimization problem, the problem solved will be regarded as the Ag and the solution will be the Ab. Based on the targeted Ag, a better Ag will be searched for step by step. During the immune optimization, the best gene of the Ab will be selected and put into the memory cell for individual generation. Thereafter, the best genes will be kept and used in the next evolution after the screening process in the memory cell. Each Ab coded by binary bits presents one kind of solution. The string length of the Ab is composed of the design parameters. During the alternation of generations, each Ab has a related affinity with respect to the Ag's solution. During the clone selection process, a specific ratio of Ab having a better affinity will be selected for further reproduction and hypermutation. The best Ag will be selected and put into the memory cell. Additionally, the best gene will be screened from the memory cell and will be randomly selected again to generate the next generation of new Abs using a variety of the gene's heavy chains, the change of gene segment, the transposition of the front/back gene, and the gene mutation. The flow diagram of the artificial immune method is shown in Fig. 4 . As indicated in Fig. 4 , the operation will be repeated until the integrated iteration reaches a maximal iteration preset in the program. For the single OBJ optimization problem, the mathematical optimization model is where Ab is the anti-body, x N is the N -th design parameter, and Ag is the anti-gene, AbAg is the affinity between the Ab and Ag. The relationship mentioned above is shown in Fig. 5 . To optimally assess the shape of two-layer acoustic hood, the selection of appropriate AIM parameters such as the abn (antibody number), the cn (clone number), the maxGen (max iteration), the mf (mutation Factor), the rmtr (remove threshold), the cstr (clonal selection threshold), and the div (diversity) is essential (Ku, 2003 ).
Results and discussion
The accuracy of the AIM optimization depends on the abn, cn, maxGen, mf, rmtr, cstr, and div. To investigate the influences of the above AIM 's control pa- Table 2 . Optimal result of a two-layer close-fitting acoustical hood with respect to various AIM parameters at targeted tones of 800 Hz. 
Item AIM parameter Design parameters SIL abn cn maxGen mf rmtr cstr div
h 1 [m] d 1 [m] η 1 h 2 [m] d 2 [m]η
Results

A. Pure tone noise optimization
By using Eq. (5), the maximization of the SIL with respect to a two-layer close-fitting acoustical hood at the specified pure tone (800 Hz) was performed first. As indicated in Table 2 , fifteen sets of the AIM param-eters are tried in the acoustical hood's optimization. Obviously, the optimal design data can be obtained from the last set of the AIM parameters at (abn, cn, maxGen, mf, rmtr, cstr, div ). Table 2 reveals that the optimal design data is obtained in the last set of the AIM parameters at (abn = 50, cn = 20, maxGen = 30, mf = 50, rmtr = 0.05, cstr = 0.02, div = 0.1). Using the optimal design data in the theoretical calculation, the resultant curves of the SIL with respect to various AIM parameters (abn, cn, maxGen, mf, rmtr, cstr, div ) are depicted in Figs. 6-8. As revealed in Fig. 8 , the SIL is precisely maximized at the desired frequency.
Moreover, to realize the influence of the acoustical performance with respect to the number of hood layers, a one-layer acoustical hood is also optimally assessed. As indicated in Fig. 9 , the acoustical performance of a two-layer acoustical hood is much better than that of a one-layer acoustical hood. 
B. Broadband noise optimization
Using the formulas of Eq. (6) and the AIM parameters of (abn = 50, cn = 20, maxGen = 30, mf = 50, rmtr = 0.05, cstr = 0.02, div = 0.1), the minimization of the sound pressure level of the noise emitted at the noise testing point is performed. Moreover, to realize the influence of the acoustical performance with respect to the number of hood layers, a one-layer acoustical hood is also optimally assessed. As indicated in Table 3 , the SPL T for the two-layer acoustical hood at the noise testing point can reach 18 dB(A); however, the SPL T for the one-layer acoustical hood at the noise testing point is 65.8 dB(A). Using these optimal design data in the theoretical calculation, the resultant curve of the SPL T with respect to the original SPL are plotted in Fig. 10 . Table 3 . Optimal result for two kinds of close-fitting acoustical hoods (a one-layer and a two-layer) with respect to various AIM parameters (broadband noise). 
Discussion
To achieve a sufficient optimization, the selection of the appropriate AIM parameter set is essential. As indicated in Table 2 and Figs. 6-8, the best AIM set with respect to a one-layer close-fitting acoustical hood at the targeted pure tone noise of 800 Hz has been shown. Figure 8 reveals that the predicted maximal value of the SIL is precisely located at the desired frequency. Therefore, using the AIM optimization in finding a better design solution is reliable; moreover, the investigation of the influence of the number of hood layers (one-layer and two-layer) has been shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 reveals that when dealing with the pure tone noise, the acoustical performance for a two-layer acoustical hood is superior to that of the one-layer acoustical hood.
Furthermore, the investigations in dealing with the broadband noise using both the one-layer and twolayer close-fitting acoustical hoods have been shown in Table 3 and Fig. 10 . As indicated in Table 3 , the overall sound insertion loss of the optimally shaped acoustical hoods with respect to two kinds of acoustical hoods (one-layer and two-layer) reached 55.4 dB(A) and 103.2 dB(A). As indicated in Fig. 10 , the SIL curve of the two-layer acoustical hood can provide a more efficient noise reduction in lowering the whole SPL curve.
Conclusion
It has been shown that an AIM can be used in the optimization of acoustical hood shape. The AIM parameters such as the abn, the cn, the maxGen, the mf, the rmtr, the cstr, and the div play essential roles in the AIM optimization. The higher abn, cn, and maxGen will result in a better solution. As can be seen that using the best AIM set, the predicted maximal value of the SIL can be precisely located at the desired frequency.
Moreover, in dealing with the broadband noise, the overall sound insertion loss of the optimally shaped acoustical hoods with respect to two kinds of acoustical hoods (one-layer and two-layer) achieved 55.4 dB(A) and 103.2 dB(A). Observably, the SIL curve of the twolayer acoustical hood can provide a more effective noise reduction in depressing the whole SPL curve.
Consequently, this study could provide an effective and quick method for optimally designing the shape of multi-layer acoustical hoods.
